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Attempt z{// questions.

.4// questions carry equal marks.

Read the questions carefully and write specific

G

l.

and precise answers.

Attempt any Jbur of the following : 5x4{:0

(a) What is the meaning of accommodating transactions in

the balance of payments ? If the size of accommodating

fransactions increases substantially. what are its Iikelv

implications ?

What is a crawling peg ? Why do countries opt for

ir?

Compare the fixed and floating exchange rate systems

in terms of their ability to withstand external shocks.

P.T.O.

tb)

(c)



@

(e)
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What is the rneaning and relevance of crosss rates.

Differentiate between sterilized and unsterilized

intervention.

fi Explain carry trade and thc risks associated rvith it

2. What is meant by the J curve

true ? Why or why not ? Explain.

to supplement your answer.

Or

'The law of one price lies at the

parity and purchasing power parity

grounds is PPP criticized ?

effect ? Will it alrvays hold

Also, give a real lit-e exatnple

base of both interest rate

(PPP). Explain. On what

n

n

0r

What are the rules to which each country nrust adhere 1br

the classical gold standard to function ? Explain. Also comment

on the f'actors responsible for the dernise of the Bretton Woods

system.

Comment briefly on different trrethods used to fbrceast exchange

rates. Which method is most relevant in today's scenario in

your opinion ? Explain.

n

n
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4. Irt your opiniort is Basel III an irrrporvelllent over Basel II ?

L..rplain. Also explain rvhl'deposit insurance is absent in

international bankinq. 20

()'

Explain the lactors that aff'ect tlre spread on curfellcy cluotations.

Also diflerentiate between Eurobond and Foreign bonds. Wlrich

of the two is rnore popular l' Why ? m

Explain the reasons fbr

countries. Also conttnent

crises.

the'lost clecade' in Latin Arnerican

on the role of 'original sin' in these

the Neu,

? Do you

why not'l

n

()'

What are the reasons behind ihe forrnation of

Development Bank or the so called BRICS bank

think that this bank will be successful ? Why or

Explain.
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